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Thursday July 15th
DIGITAL FESTIVAL LAUNCH
(find links to content on our website)

Wednesday July 21st
REFRAME: SPOTLIGHTS ON REBECCA
BAIRD & MARNIE PARRELL
Programmed by Milada Kovacova.
9:30pm @ Hanover Drive-In Theatre,
033277 County Rd 28, Hanover ON

Colonial Encounters of the Pandemic
Kind - Programmed by Clayton
Windatt

Thursday July 22nd
Runners
Programmed by Odeimin Runner’s
Club. 9:30pm @ Hanover Drive-In
Theatre, 033277 County Rd 28,
Hanover ON

Trail Encounters - Programmers:
Wayne Dunkley and Candace Elder
Lying Fallow: A Covid Response
Artwork - Programmed by Interference
Ensemble

Friday July 23rd & Saturday July 24th
Window Display Walking Tour
Programmed by Clayton Windatt.
Various locations in Downtown
Durham

Wawasayg Film & Media Arts Festival
- Programmed by Jacob Dayfox, Cole
Forrest, Clayton Windatt and Tara
Windatt

Development Session with Artists
Working session with artists and
community members. Details to be
announced.
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MAKING THINGS BETTER SURVIVING TOGETHER
This is my first year as Artistic Director of the Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film
and it has been a very difficult time for everyone involved. I started attending
the festival every year in 2017 after being asked to do some programming. Over
time Durham became a second home to me and my family as we enjoyed
traveling each year to Durham and seeing everyone. In 2020 when the
pandemic hit it was a major disappointment to my family when the festival was
cancelled and we also had to cancel our yearly visit. Stepping into the role of
Artistic Director during the pandemic meant keeping up the existing
commitments and relationships from 2020 as best I could while applying for
grants and making plans with optimism for 2021.
Although things have greatly improved in Ontario over the past year, we are still
very much in the middle of a pandemic crisis. Vaccination programs rolled out
and everyone has done their best to make things work. For this year’s festival,
we could not go back to the way things used to be. Not yet. Venues would
confirm and then cancel as restrictions came and went. We have had to change
our plans so many times over the past 12 months with fluctuations in health
and safety restrictions that we were not sure what the festival’s format was
going to be this summer. As recently as a month ago, we were still questioning
what we could do and what would be safe.
We are very thankful to have such an exceptional team of artists, coordinators,
and community supporters in our festival circle. We are enthusiastic about
making exceptional things happen in 2021 while building relationships and
momentum towards 2022. Although we have felt an intense urge to bring
people together, we want to ensure that our actions do not cause anyone harm
or put people at risk. The Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film has always been a
place where people come together as a celebration and gathering of
contemporary art. As we conduct this year’s reduced festival as a hybrid of
online and physical events following all health restrictions encouraging social
distancing, we wish everyone the best as we push towards moving forward
together into 2022.
This year’s thematic “Making Things Better Surviving Together” is our response
to the times we live in and how we support each other. We have some
exceptional programs this year including two nights at the Hanover Drive-In
Theatre and a few pop-up events in window displays in Downtown Durham.
There are several projects that can be found through the FFFF website and
several more in-development leading up to 2022. Those that come to our
physical events in Durham and Hanover will find our organizers present to
celebrate within our capacity, in person to engage safely, listen, and imagine
2022 together.
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FESTIVAL DEVELOPMENT 2021
2021 has been a year of transition due to the COVID19 pandemic as well as the
festival’s shift in staff and roles. Over the past year, the Fabulous Festival of
Fringe Film has engaged many artists, programmers, and peers in developing
new initiatives and restimulating many existing ones too. Many of these are
only at the beginning of a multi-year development process with artists and
programmers working towards work that will be shown in future years. This
practice has been in place for some time at the festival, acknowledging who we
are working with and supporting them as they build practices that will be
shared when ready. A major difference is formalizing these relationships during
the development process and financially supporting artists and programmers
during this process which the festival was unable to do before. Moving forward,
we hope to continue to expand upon the structures of the festival to be a better
support for artists, curators, and programmers. Current works in development
are being made by Jessica Karuhanga, Caroline Klimek, jes sachse, Wayne
Dunkley and Candace Elder, and we are looking forward to increasing
development partnerships in 2022 and presenting more of the works being
developed this year.
DIGITAL ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE
Something new for the Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film is the hiring of six
summer positions as part of our Digital Artists in Residence program. This
program is designed to support emerging artists to build their portfolios and
has administrative support from the Artist-Run Centres and Collectives
Conference through their Communications Coordinator Katherine Valenzuela.
The program utilizes resources that the festival would normally access for
Festival Coordinator positions, hiring youth into temporary roles to help
coordinate physical/in-person actions. Considering the precarious nature of
planning this year’s festival, we opted to shift these roles towards artist-focused
behaviours and created the Digital Artists in Residence program.
This year’s Digital Artists in Residence are Alex Clarke, Jacob Dayfox, Alastair
McPherson, Alessandra Schlums, Hannah Walsh, and Roy Xu.
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COLONIAL ENCOUNTERS OF THE PANDEMIC KIND
A Self-Guided Online Experience (75min)
“Colonial Encounters of the Pandemic Kind” is a series of short films publicly available
online programmed by Clayton Windatt as an offering to both the Wawasayg Film and
Media Arts Festival and the Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film in response to our current
climate. This self-guided “film festival” follows Windatt’s recent programming
explorations, making minimalist offerings and building on previous programming as both
an expansion and recontextualization of ideas in pandemic times. As the world
continues to change and shift, the context of viewing repositions the viewer to consider
new conditions and reconsider previously viewed works, allowing ideas to be reignited
into current space. Colonial actions have taken place over many generations and within
many land masses including the one called “Canada”. In a world where we have begun
to use the term “decolonization” as a buzzword that can mean almost anything,
“Colonial Encounters of the Pandemic Kind” is an offering specifically intended to
explore the connecting points between people within a pandemic mindset. The
promotional design references the horror genre not to define each of the included works
as horror, but instead to add a context of terror and trauma to the subject of
colonization in general. There are obvious horror-based or triggering images within
several of these works, but this does not mean that the filmmakers necessarily identify
their work as part of the horror movie genre. Viewing works online replaces the
gathering of peoples and can add to isolation behaviour which works against exchange
and sharing. As a curator, Windatt seeks opportunities that include “self”, often taking
on artistic roles within the projects they produce as an act of collaborating and sharing.
This decision addresses attempts at a holistic view of engagement where including self is
an offering of adding artistic and/or “curatorial” voice. This is more a
community-relational context of inclusion to the subject matter explored and less about
major organizational behaviour or structural considerations. Concepts such as “conflict
of interest” are rejected in this scenario, as Windatt never compensates themself for
artist fees when participating in their own projects yet stands with artists in sharing
statements. This program is a self-guided online journey as a series of contemporary arts
films, documentary, shorts, and performative works all created by Indigenous artists
sometimes with non-Indigenous artists as collaborators. This program is designed to
provoke as an act of education regarding Indigenous relationships, as well as invoke
emotions of humour, care, joy, pain, loss, sadness, and an optimism in collective futures
as relationships could, can, will be better someday. Included works create contrasts
between many people, art forms, statements while referencing both current and
historical relationship dynamics, encouraging the viewer to position “self” in relation to
the world we all live within. When watching please consider health, relationships, and
power dynamics that are playing out on a daily basis within our collective “shared
society”. All people have intersecting points between each other across distances both
ideological and geographic. Some distances are greater than others, yet we can always
make an effort to reach out and share. Watch the program at the FFFF website.
Participating artists include: Dakota Camacho, Penny Couchie, Thirza Cuthand, Sara
DeCarlo, Cole Forrest, Christine Friday, Jules Koostachin, Caroline Monnet, Nadia Myre,
Amanda Strong
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Trail Encounters
Programmed by Wayne Dunkley and Candace Elder
We bring ideals to the land. Some bring Utopian dreams, others a wish to
return to a time before. Still others walk with a hope for respite and connection
to something larger than themselves. What happens when we are met on our
path to reverie by the unfamiliar, by an Other? Do our visions for a better place
include those who are different from us? Join Wayne Dunkley and Candace
Elder as they share their encounters on the trail. What have you encountered?
https://whatdoyoufeelwhen.com/trailencounters/
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Lying Fallow: A Covid Response Artwork
We asked two friends of ours, who had never met, to share their feelings after
the first six months of Covid lockdown. Racial bias and the environment figured
prominently, but so did small, personal moments where they reflected on their
ties to family and community.
The dialogue was generated by Michelle Gay and Libby Shea. Their words were
re-interpreted by Grace Bridgman, Michael Copeman, Matthew Dolgin, Marisol
Stoltzfus Forand, Philly Markowitz and Heather Saumer.
http://www.interferenceensemble.ca
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Zakide and the Wawasayg Film & Media Arts Festival
In 2020, when we first started imagining 2021, we were thinking that the
Pandemic would be long-gone, and we would already be coming together as a
community in-person again. This is only starting now, mid-way through the year,
and it looks like 2022 may be more like how we imagined 2021 would be in
2020. The 2021 Festival was originally more themed around the various festival
programmers coming together to exchange and collaborate. Several meetings
were held between various community circles in 2020 to explore this idea, but
in January 2021 when the lockdowns took hold again, many lost enthusiasm.
Throughout this entire time, I have been working with Zakide on their festival
development as well. Over the years of my involvement in FFFF there have been
several times when Zakide was involved in some capacity. This year
programming between the two groups just made sense considering online
actions have no geography. The end result is that programming for the
Wawasayg Film & Media Arts Festival is being shared with the Fabulous Festival
of Fringe Film which aligns heavily with our originally planned theme of
collaboration. Entering 2022, maybe Zakide can get involved in person, but for
this year, please enjoy a series of programs currently available and being shared
over the month of July. For more information, please visit www.zakide.com.
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REFRAME: SPOTLIGHTS ON REBECCA BAIRD & MARNIE PARRELL
Programmed by Milada Kovacova
Since I initially proposed ReFrame, I could never have foreseen that we would be viewing
these gems during a pandemic. And more recently, there are the discoveries of the
unmarked burial sites of Indian Residential School students. As a settler, I stand in
mourning and solidarity with my Indigenous colleagues because every child matters.
Please join us for this unique viewing opportunity during these challenging times.
ReFrame spotlights the cinematic works of Rebecca Baird and Marnie Parrell, produced
during the 1980s and 1990s, which crossed cultural barriers. The 1980s marked the final
decade of the Iron Curtain: culminating with the Berlin Wall literally collapsing on the
9th of November 1989 and ending with the toppling of Soviet communism ending the
Cold War. In the spotlights on these contemporary Indigenous women artists, the short
small-gauge films of Rebecca Baird and Marnie Parrell move from diaristic works to a
more generalized public reflection to formalist gems.
Reflecting her identity as a status Cree Métis artist, Baird’s artistic practice explores
themes of Indigenous history, identity and culture. Early artworks have been included in
benchmark exhibitions presented at galleries and museums nationally and
internationally including From Sea To Shining Sea, 1987, The Power Plant and Indigena,
1992, Former Museum of Civilization. She received her Masters of Fine Art from OCAD
University in 2013. Her iconographical content is not only visually, but also personally
intrinsic to her work; Baird's films tend to be autobiographical, but it is her personal
history as transmuted by the artist.
The films, though intense, have a dream-like quality to them that reflects Baird's desires
to transform private concerns into a more generalized public display. She is sharing the
ways of knowing and being in the world, specifically the cultural, social, and political
structures made between Indigenous people and newcomers. The interconnection and
respect between the plant world, the animal world and the human world are inherent in
the tone of her films. Her visual imagination in these particular films seems particularly
attuned to the topography of the American South-West and the symbolism and
metaphors as expressed in the Indigenous art of her ancestors.
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Born in Preeceville, Saskatchewan, Marnie Parrell is a Métis filmmaker, writer and artist.
The first screening of her work was in 1991. Since then, her films and videos have been
screened nationally and internationally, from Melbourne, Australia to Dawson City,
Yukon, and she has received numerous grants and festival awards. Parrell’s films are
hybrids – short, experimental, narratives and documentaries. Her early work was
completed with small gauge and obsolete technologies such as regular and super 8 film
and the Fisher-Price Pixelvision. A firm believer in DIY (Do-It-Yourself) ethic, Parrell
enjoys the artistic and practical challenges of working with outdated or unintended
technology.
Parrell completed a Bachelor of Arts degree at the University of Toronto (double major in
Cinema Studies and Semiotics, minor in Women’s Studies) and an MFA at York University
in film production where she wrote, directed and edited The Future. It’s so last week, a
half-hour femsploitaction, sci-fi adventure. She attempts to reframe objects, scenes and
stories in such a way as to make the familiar, or some aspect of it, seem new or strange,
thus creating the potential for reinterpretation.
ReFrame spotlights the unique voices of Rebecca Baird and Marnie Parrell working
during the specific time period of the Cold War and its demise. Many of these films have
been brought out of the archives and look back to times that were intense in terms of
international politics and our fear of a nuclear attack. ReFrame presents a survey of their
engaging small-gauge works ranging from formalist to narrative as contemporary female
Indigenous artists in the early part of their artistic practices and whose recognition was
muted.
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PROGRAM
Marnie Parrell
Dinner
1989 regular 8mm sound 4 min.
Shot over a Thanksgiving weekend this film reflects the aimless happy warmth
of a late fall road trip. The layering of images through multiple exposure
reinforces a where-are-we-now feeling further evidenced in the soundtrack as it
dials through pausing but never stopping for long.
Marnie Parrell
e clips
1990 regular 8mm sound 4 min.
Using masks and multiple exposures this film examines life as revealed by tiny
windows of light. A lunar eclipse was caught at the end of filming this piece and
included as it is also created through shadows and light, in keeping with the
theme of the piece.
Rebecca Baird
WHITE-OUT
1981 super 8 sound 3 min.
Abstract cinema keyed by montage and material symbolism. Shots of US
bombers are intercut with sequences of a body being wrapped and bound
within clear plastic sheeting. The poetic monologue is gradually overwhelmed
by a military man intoning a countdown. Is White-Out about sexual politics or
about the Ultimate-Armageddon?
Marnie Parrell
Hitler and Me
1990 regular 8mm sound 4 min.
This film is about anticipatory desire. It is a bit of a filmic joke as Hitler never
appears but remains just off screen, just out of view. What the viewer does see
is a stand-in for innocuous willing followers.
Rebecca Baird
YEA YEA
1981 super 8 sound 13 min.
Romanticism for the '80s, this is an exploration of a relationship as it unfolds (or
has unfolded). Combustion is created by merging five separate anecdotes into a
single piece. Our couple travel to the American South-West, where they explore
their relationship with each other using the interview format. She sees no one
else but him. He, however, speaks in a manner that suggests she’s not the only
one in his life. "I can't help myself" he explains. Girls plant crimson kisses on his
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body. One girl sings, "I hate you". Two others chorus, "Yea Yea" to
him—including his film-maker/lover.
Marnie Parrell
Nova
1992 regular 8mm sound 9 min. Starring Nadia Sistonen and Catharine Kaiser.
The multiple exposures are meant to draw and confuse the eye. The characters
in this film inadvertently interact with themselves as the various layers vibrate
against each other creating an effect that is more dreamlike than disturbing.
Marnie Parrell
She Talks to Angels
1991 regular 8mm sound 9 min. Starring Nadia Sistonen and Linda Feesey.
Sadomasochism, cannibalism and murder—a love story gone wrong. When one
partner is allowed total control the other is ultimately consumed and lost,
literally and figuratively. The innocent brilliance of nature juxtaposed with sorry
acts of human cruelty. Ain’t love grand?
Rebecca Baird
STAND BY YOUR PLANT
1981 super 8 sound 7 min. Starring Andrew J Paterson.
Lynda is an aspiring country and western chanteuse who dusts her flat and
stands by her man. But when she wants a little loving, George would rather do
their income tax. Her dusting creates desires in George for (a) more bathing, (b)
David Bowie and (c) Lynda's brother?
Rebecca Baird
Beachsplit
2016 super 8 sound 3 min.
While seeing images of buffalo raised in captivity, we hear from Kenny King, an
Ojibway man from Mississauga New Credit First Nation telling us a little about
himself, his story raising buffalo and a crop circle that mysteriously appeared in
his buffalo compound.
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Runners
Programmed by Odeimin Runner’s Club
The Odeimin Runner’s Club is a collective of Ogimaakwe– women warriors,
Indigenous and Caribbean- whose research and artistic practices are inspired by
the traditional teachings of the strawberry or heart berry. We are Adrian
Kahgee, (Saugeen First Nation), Rebeka Tabobondung (Wausauksing First
Nation) and myself, Debbie Ebanks Schlums (Jamaica, Guest on Saugeen Ojiway
Nation Traditional territory). As Ogimaakwe and as mothers, we think about the
potential for new narratives to foster connection in a time and place that seem
ever more urgent. This film program, RUNNERS, considers how we move
through the world to enact our truth as individuals affecting and being affected
by one another. The curatorial framing for this program is written from my
perspective on odeimin teachings, drawing from the conversations we’ve had
together. These teachings include the importance of beginning from a place in
our hearts that is connected to our youth– a place of spirit, authenticity, and
truth - and from there reaching out by “sprouting runners,” or connections,
between people and communities who nourish us. In thinking about the
experiences, needs, desires, wishes, and visions of young people – as well as
memories of youth - what liberatory coalitions could we form to support the
conditions in which young Indigenous and Black people heal and thrive
alongside everyone else?
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PROGRAM
Terra Long
Horses in the Year of the Dog
2018 Canada colour & b/w sound
english 5 min.
Twin portraits, an immediate love
between new friends considering
motherhood under the roof of a fierce
matriarch and Cheru the dog shortly
after birthing five pups. A swim, a
birth, a love and a loss developed in
Hibiscus and Lavender and saturated
in deep blues.

Amar Chebib/Joe Buffalo
Joe Buffalo
2021 16 min.
Joe Buffalo is an Indigenous
skateboard legend. He’s also a survivor
of Canada’s notorious Indian
Residential School system. Following a
traumatic childhood and decades of
addiction, Joe must face his inner
demons to realize his dream of turning
pro.

Gail Maurice
Rosie
2018 17 min.
After the death of her mother, a young
Indigenous girl is forced to live with
her francophone aunt and her two
gender-bending best friends. When
disaster strikes, the quirky, colourful
Rebecca Williams
foursome must come together to
Out of Many
survive and thrive. A bilingual story
2020 Jamaica 15 min.
about family, misfits, and the
A film about the class divide in Jamaica fringe-dwellers of society.
from the perspective of privileged
youth. The film complicates North
Joschi Shea
American perspectives of the island
Otherself
and problematizes the concentration
2019 4 min.
of wealth and power, an effect of
A young man teaches a robot about
contemporary globalisation and a
life.
mirror to countries around the world,
including on Turtle Island.
Christine Friday
Firewater Thunderbird Rising
2020 15 min.
A high energy dance film in the
Temagami old growth forest: she
dances behind a moving pickup truck
as her son films her dancing on his cell
phone.
Anna Binta Diallo
Negotiations II
2013 video color sound 6 min.
Diallo asks: How does one negotiate
with differing and sometimes
conflicting legacies?
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Window Display Walking Tour
As the festival focuses more and more on community development we have
come across the idea of walking tours and engaging the region's location,
history, and people. This is not a new idea, but formalizing the idea and naming
it a “tour” allows us to start moving forward building things in a more ongoing
way. For this year we have programmed two screening works, The Power of the
Arts and Basic Income by Craig Berggold, Zainub Verjee & Clayton Windatt and
Mourning Dove by Meera Sethi. Both works have strong visual impacts and
translate to window installations well. Accompanying these screenings will be
printed materials drawing attention to online actions. This year we are very
thankful to have a few downtown businesses participating with window
displays and we hope to build on this in the future, activating Durham more as
public gatherings become more approachable in 2022.
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BIG THANKS TO OUR COMMUNITY
I would like to thank the Odeimin Runner’s Club which includes Adrian Kahgee,
Rebeka Tobobondung and Debbie Ebanks Schlums for their care and effort in
providing the festival a program at the Hanover Drive-In. An additional note is
that Debbie has been a huge support helping me to transition into the role of
Artistic Director as she held the position for many years prior. I have a lot to live
up to filling this role and what a wild time it is to be figuring things out, without
Debbie’s advice and friendship, I do not know if I could have pulled things
together. I would like to thank the artists and programmers that contributed
towards our digital programming including the Interference Ensemble, Zakide,
and the Wawasayg Film & Media Arts Festival. I would like to thank vtape for
helping us in many ways including logistics, communication, and overall
encouragement. I am very happy to be exploring increasing our partnerships
with them in future years. A huge special thanks to Tony Massett, Philip
Hoffman, and everyone working with the Greyzone Collective as without your
foundational support and ongoing encouragement, the festival would not be
able to continue to grow and shape the arts scene of Ontario. I would like to
thank Laura Blaney for her tireless effort in making the festival a success by
coordinating between me and the region and working towards making things
great. It has been a long year with great obstacles but Laura’s optimism and
encouragement has been an invaluable asset to the festival. I would like to
thank the artists, programmers, and curators that have been working on future
actions and developing with us during the pandemic including Jessica
Karuhanga, Caroline Klimek, jes sachse, Wayne Dunkley and Candace Elder. I
would like to thank the local businesses that have helped us to establish
programming during a time of uncertainty including the Hanover Drive-In
Theatre, Jest Arts Gallery Shoppe, The Colour Jar, Chicory Common Natural
Foods and Chef with a Van. I would like to thank Katherine Valenzuela of
ARCA.art for supporting our program development and helping with structural
support for our Digital Artist in Residency program. I would like to thank our
Digital Artists in Residence participants Alex Clarke, Jacob Dayfox, Alastair
McPherson, Alessandra Schlums, Hannah Walsh and Roy Xu for their various
contributions as the summer progresses through August. I hope some of the
exceptional artworks will be shared in 2022 either in-person, or on our website.
Lastly and possibly most important of all, I would like to thank the residents of
Bruce and Grey counties and the people of Saugeen First Nation, the Chippewas
of Saugeen. This region means everything to us and the people that care for
this place are the reason why we work so hard to celebrate together.
NOTE: Biographies can be found for all artists on the Fabulous Festival of
Fringe Film website.
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